
 

Please stand by for realtime captions.  

 
Welcome to the Employment Services and Supports for Persons with TBI conference call. My 

name is Richard and I will be your operator. All participants are in a listen-only mode. Later, we 

will conduct a Q&A session. I will now turn the call over to Cindy Smith, policy counsel. You 

may begin.  

 
Welcome to this important call around traumatic brain injury and employment services and 

supports. We have three guest speakers. Ron Hager, senior staff attorney here at the National 

Disability Rights Network, provides training and technical assistance on special education for the 

client assistance program. Next, Cheryl Bates areas, senior disability advocacy specialist. I'm 

going to borrow your summary of your work -- we have Cheryl Bates-Harris. Lastly we are 

going to hear from Karen Slivko, Boston, M assachusetts. Karen worked as vice president for the 

rain injury Association of America and as chief executive officer for the national Association of 

councils. After Ron and Cheryl present, we are going to break to take a question or two and then 

more questions at the end. I'll turn it over to you, Ron.  

 
Thank you very much. Welcome, everyone. Basically I'm going to be talking for a few minutes 

about the special education preparation to get into the employment. And then Sheryl will be 

talking about using Vocational Rehabilitation system to prepare for employment before Karen 

talks talks about the employment experience itself. I'm going to be -- let me get to things going at 

once here. Talking and moving the slides. Our names and formal titles -- special education is the 

individuals with disabilities -- education act passed back in 1975. To be eligible under it, you 

have to have two tests. You have to meet a definition of a specific disability. Traumatic brain 

injury is included in the definition. A very broad inclusive definition. You need to have some 

kind of special education service that you need to help -- to help meet your needs because of that 

disability. I'm going to assume most people with relatively significant traumatic brain injuries 

will be eligible. Is another federal law called Section 504, which would protect people with 

disabilities that may need supports in the regular classroom like extra time on tests or work on 

homework but don't need special education. We're going to be talking about the IDEA group 

today because that has the formal transition requirements. As a student with a disability, you are 

entitled to special education and related services pursuant to a written individualized education 

program or IDP that's designed to give you a free and appropriate public education, not 

necessarily the best possible but one designed individually to meet your unique needs to enable 

you to benefit from the educational system. Lastly, the services are to be in the least restrictive 

environment. The goal is to provide services and regular educational settings with nondisabled 

peers to the maximum extent appropriate and provide supports to the student in that setting rather 

than pulling the student out. That's the goal. We'll talk more when we get to employment 

preparation about how that fits in for students in transition. So that's the basic overview of 

[Indiscernible -- audio cutting out] transition, when the idea was passed, the goal all along from 

1975 was to be preparing people for adult life. Congress saw that they weren't getting the 

outcomes they were open for, so they specifically added transition requirements in 1990. That's 

been on the books for quite some time now. The goal for transition is to take a look at where the 

student is right now, what services they may need to get to where they ultimately want to be after 

school. So we are looking at a long-range plan for that student. And then start to develop the 



services to get that student from point a to point be. -- B. That's one of the major provisions of 

transition. The second is to begin to look at who that student might need to be connecting with in 

terms of service providers while they are still in school and connecting those students to those 

service p roviders. One of them can be the Vocational Rehabilitation system, which Cheryl will 

be talking about in just a second. The services are [Indiscernible -- audio cutting out] supposed to 

be designed with results oriented process, which means we really want it to work. We want to be 

looking as we're going through this process as the student is aging, is the student actually making 

the progress that we are hoping the student makes? If not, we want to be making adjustments. 

That's facilitating that student to move out into the adult world. And the basic phrase for 

transition is live, learn, work and play. So preparing for further academics is part of the picture, 

but we're looking at other areas of their life beyond academics including independent living 

skills, working, preparing for work, and recreation. All of those are part of what we should be 

looking at when we are looking at needs of a student transitioning out of IDEA into the IDE -- 

into the adult world. The key, key, key, key, key point is that the services should be based on the 

student's needs, preferences and interests, not based on what's pre-existing that this is what we've 

got, this is where you go. Unfortunately, even though this law is on the books for so many years, 

we see many, many school districts just sliding students into what they've got as opposed to 

really individualizing their transition program. Now, I made a little mistake and got two of the 

same slide. In fact, there was a court case several years ago now that focused on -- made it very 

clear that transition is much more than academics. Student actually academically was doing quite 

well. But because of an orthopedic impairments needed help with independent living skills and 

wanted to be able to drive so went through driver education and also wanted self advocacy skills. 

And the court said yes, all these things can be part of a transition plan. To make it clear that we 

are not just talking about academics. When you're looking at [Indiscernible -- audio lagging], the 

federal law says it must begin no later than the year the student will be turning 16. So if the turn 

it is -- if the student is turning 16 in October, or whatever year that is, you s tart. Some states 

have it earlier. The federal law used to be 14. So some states still keep it 14 -- even with federal 

law, there's two different reasons why we might want to begin earlier, students that may because 

of the disability require more time to prepare for t ransition. Someone with a traumatic brain 

injury that has significant impairments where all of the development is coming very slowly, you 

don't have to wait until 16. You can start that student earlier. Students that may be at risk of 

dropping out, you considering starting than earlier and also modifying the curriculum to make it 

something that's meaningful for that student that will engage them in school. Don't want kids 

dropping out. When we begin to develop the transition IDP, you must invite the student. The 

student is the key. The student's preferences and interests are what are driving t his. Without that 

student's input, we can't do a very good plan. Some students may be reluctant to attend. If we 

can't get the student physically present, we want to make sure we get their input before the 

meeting. Any other agencies that may be providing transition services, should be at the meeting 

as well. So anyway, any special education services should be developed based on good 

assessments. And transition is no different. And that's another place we see -- we don't see good 

transition evaluations. Also think of employment. What is the nature of disability? What does the 

student wants to do as a career? Does the student have the capability or with certain supports and 

services, will that student be able to do that job or if not exactly what they want, but there might 

be something connected or related to that field, what could they do within that framework? And 

then once you have done the evaluations, making sure that you develop the plan to get that 

student from point A to point B through the special education transition goals. And the services 



needed. Here's where that least restrictive restrictive environment issue comes back. Department 

of Education said in a memo a couple years ago that that least restrictive environment applies to 

employment preparation. So when we are looking at job preparation experiences for any student 

with a disability, we want to be providing them integrated employment options and some of that 

support could be supportive employment or other things to enable that person to learn and get 

experience in integrated settings. What we've heard is that the number one indicator of successful 

employment in integrated settings is successful employment in integrated setting. So the legal 

requirement does match that knowledge of the field. Now, when we look at transition, there's one 

other thing which is graduation issues. Especially for students with traumatic brain injury. The 

law says that [Indiscernible -- audio lagging] from the age of three through 21. Or until they 

receive a regular high school diploma. If you receive a certificate of attendance or even GED, the 

student is allowed to continue to go to school to get additional services until they age out at 21 or 

receive their regular high school diploma. So what happens is also, graduation is a change in 

placement. If a school district says, we think you are ready to get a diploma, you can challenge 

that. And at a very and you're supposed to be given a summary of comments to help prepare 

other people to know what additional supports you might need going forward. For students with 

traumatic brain injury, this has come up the number of times over the years. Especially for 

someone that gets a brain injury late in their high school career. They may be a junior or senior, 

sometimes maybe a sophomore. Pretty much got -- almost all of their high school credits. And 

what the school will do is basically walk them through the rest of their time in high school and 

give them a regular diploma and the school thinks they are doing the students a favor by giving 

that student that diploma. Once they get that diploma, their right to education under IDEA ends. 

So if they had a traumatic brain injury that made significant impact on their life, changed 

[Indiscernible -- audio lagging] gave them the need for additional support services and training, 

especially these areas of transition, and they've got their diplomas, they are out. They're out. So 

families need to think about what is really best for the s tudent? In terms of continuing to get 

services and supports or taking your diploma and running. If the school has done the diploma, 

you could potentially challenge that within a certain period of time. But it's very important to 

consider that as part of the picture for transitioning use. That's it for me.  

 
Are you going to continue -- will you continue to move the PowerPoint for me please? So --  

 
I can.  

 
Thank you.  

 
So this is Cheryl. And I'm going to talk briefly about Vocational Rehabilitation and some of the 

similar requirements that exist. And I'm going to start by what I call pointing out the obvious. 

The purpose of the Vocational Rehabilitation program is to maximize employment, economic 

self-sufficiency, independence, inclusion and integration into society. So that language is 

certainly not new. It's important to remember that with Vocational Rehabilitation there is a 

presumption of benefits in that all individuals regardless of the significance of their disability are 

capable of engaging in an employment outcome if they are provided the proper services and 

supports needed to work. So individuals with traumatic brain injuries are no different. There are 

appropriate services and things they can receive to help them with employment. And VR -- 

there's a prohibition against VR finding people ineligible for VR based on assumptions or beliefs 



or limited information that that person is never going to be capable of working in an integrated 

setting. So the next slide says, who can receive transition services? The way it is set forth, 

individuals who are receiving special education and related services under IDEA are clearly 

eligible for transition services. It can also be any individual who has a physical or mental 

impairment that results in a substantial impediment to employment and who requires VR 

services to prepare f or, secure, retain, or regain employment consistent with their strengths, 

interests abilities priorities capabilities et cetera. And something that I just want to point out here 

is that SSI kids are presumed eligible for VR as well as for transition services. So under Title I of 

the Rehab Act, next slide, VR agencies are to play an active role in special education transition 

planning. And there were particularly -- particular comments in the regulations to the 98 

amendments that's a the 98 law requires state VR agencies to increase their participation in 

transition planning and related activities. Moving on to the next slide, the VR state plan must 

include policies for coordination between VR and education officials to facilitate the movement 

from special education to the VR system, including the development of formal interagency 

agreements. These agreements must include consultation and assistance and planning with 

educational agencies in preparing students for transition and in developing the transition plan in 

the IDP. -- the IEP -- IEP, individual plan for employment. That agreement should outline the 

roles and financial responsibilities of special added in the VR system in terms of who is going to 

provide services and most importantly, it should provide for the provision of outreach to students 

and the identification of students who could benefit from transition planning. VR must inform 

individuals of the purpose of the VR program, the application procedures, eligibility 

requirements and the potential scope of services available to t hem. And this should be done as 

early as possible in the transition planning process. And the reason for that is you want to enable 

the students with the disabilities to make an informed choice as to whether or not they want to 

apply for VR services while they're still in school. So the bottom line is that for any students who 

have not received VR services while in school, they -- VR still must determine eligibility and 

develop an Individualized Plan for Employment as soon as possible during transition, but no 

later than the time the student exit the school system. And the point of that is that if you require 

the IPE to be in place before the student exits the school system, that's what's essential to 

ensuring a smooth transition process, one in which they are not -- that are not unnecessary delays 

in services or unnecessary delays in progress towards employment outcomes. So having said 

that, I'm going to wrap up my comments. And operator, if we could open the line for just a 

couple of questions so that Charles can transition to the next PowerPoint while we do Q&A ?  

 
Thank you. We will begin the question and answer session. If you have a question, press star 

then one. If you wish to be removed, press the pound sign or hash key. There will be a delay 

before the first question is announced. If you if you are using a speakerphone, you may need to 

pick up the handset first. If you have a question, please press star then one on your touch tone 

phone. Question from Theresa Tate.  

 
What services can be offered to someone that has already aged out, per se, 25 years old and the 

experience TBI?  

 
What services can be offered from what? The school system on -- or from the VR system?  

 
The VR system.  



 
It is really a multitude of services, depending on their needs. It could be from cognitive retraining 

to technology to a number of things.  

 
Karen is also going to talk about that during her part of the presentation.  

 
If you don't mind holding that question or thought for a minute, Karen is going to talk about that 

in her presentation.  

 
Okay. Thank you.  

 
Operator, do we have additional questions? You can type a question in the chat box if you are 

online also if that's more convenient.  

 
For audio questions, star then one on your touch tone phone.  

 
I see we have no audio questions in queue.  

 
Okay. At this time I'm going to turn the presentation over to Karen. Charles, I need your 

assistance to get the pull that we were going to do at the beginning.  

 
This is Karen Flippo. It's a pleasure to be with you today to talk about individuals with traumatic 

brain injury. We are starting out with a poll to hear from all of you about the issues that you face 

when you are counseling and dealing and advising individuals with traumatic brain injury. And 

that will also help shape some of my additional remarks as we go through the presentation today. 

So as we are looking at it right now, some of the common ones and certainly you could check 

more than one, if that is possible -- so we are seeing that employers don't provide reasonable 

accommodation, involuntary termination, the funding of services, being -- having difficulty to 

find a job with providers. So it looks like almost all across the board except for maybe benefits 

problems, which is great. But then you have Cheryl and she can help with the benefits p roblems. 

So we will wait a few more seconds and then I will start with the presentation. But this is helpful 

to me. Okay. First of all, let me say -- I believe I can -- maybe if we can hide the pole now? -- the 

poll so we can put up -- so that folks can see the screen? Brain injury is a disability that happens 

quite frequently. And while we have the screen that it literally happens -- literally, 21 seconds -- 

and for those of you who see the screen, if you look at the range of people who have basically 

disclosed that they have a brain injury, everywhere from Abraham Lincoln to Barbara Mandrell 

to George Clooney, to 4500 NFL football players plus Dan Marino, hundreds of National 

Hockey League players, and more and more on a daily basis. It's interesting that brain injuries 

still tend to be a hidden disability. Many people who experienced brain injury do not disclose it 

to o thers. Frequently, people have a brain injury, it has never been d iagnosed, so they don't 

have one. And also it can be a secondary condition. A secondary disability to another disability, 

as well. I'll put this slide up here because when hearing people describe brain injury, I hear 

everything from m ild, moderate, to severe brain injury. And individuals who are part of the 

brain injury Association of America have this statement in mind. And there is no such thing as a 

mild brain injury. Even if a doctor may tell someone for instance that they have a mild 

concussion, the results of brain injuries, mild or otherwise, tend to have pretty significant 



ramifications that can last throughout a lifetime. Now, who is at risk for brain injury? As we 

would imagine, anybody is. And we have it to scale. Young folks anywhere from babies who 

may have shaken baby syndrome, to falling out of their cribs, two elderly folks who experienced 

f alls, but if you look at how brain injury coalesces around a certain life group, it tends to be the 

largest group are young adults, 15 to 24 due to motor vehicle traffic related events. Most of them 

tend to be males. Individuals who may look for the risky types of behaviors that could get them 

into the situation. Ironically, I was just in Saudi Arabia a couple of months ago. And I learned 

when I was there that the highest incidence of disability in Saudi Arabia are both spinal cord 

injury and traumatic brain injury for the reasons that I just announced. Young men go out in the 

desert. They just fly their cars and all-terrain vehicles and hundreds of miles an hour. And crash. 

And as a result, have these very significant disabilities. To understand brain injury, we do have 

to look both at the medical side as well as what I would say the community side. And the reason 

for the medical side and the slide I have up now talks about the functions of the brain. And 

literally, demonstrates for diagrams how the brain coordinates vision, inhibition, auditory, 

memory, all of these various ways. Now, when you think about -- I use the example of a car 

crash that tends to be frontal lobe impact. Number one on the diagram where that is the very 

front part of the brain. And as a result of a brain injury, in the frontal lobe, people may 

experience loss of executive functions. And those are the things like independent thought, good 

judgment, impulse control, and emotions. So although -- you are from the PNA network, I think 

it really is important to try to understand more about the medical side of the injury, because that 

will help you understand the communication i ssues, the behavioral and emotional issues, that 

may be represented as a result of the injury themselves. And I have a diagram on the screen, 

which once again shows the brain at the side of -- the site of impact. And you can see what that 

would -- literally, the brain hitting against the skull. So as a result of brain injury, there are 

various manifestations as I mentioned, depending upon where the injury is. Cognitive functions, 

which can include short or long-term memory loss. And in some cases, both. Vision can be 

compromised. Individuals can be easily tired. They may have to speech difficulties. Insomnia is 

a frequent problem associated with brain injury, as is depression and anxiety. Impulsivity -- folks 

may appear to be not motivated. Have a lack of initiation. And then there may also be mobility 

and other physical disabilities as well. And as you look at this list, one can be pretty daunting. 

And when you think that there can be many of these at one time, you can get a sense of the 

extent of the injury. There's a researcher by the name of Roberta Pompei, out of Ohio. And she's 

come up with a circle of care model for injury -- individuals with brain injury. And I will explain 

what this diagram is. First of all, it is a circle. The first thing that may happen is someone gets 

injured. The emergency medical staff come in and provide an intervention. What we know with 

brain injury is the sooner that someone can get treatment, be transported to a trauma center, the 

better the results are going to be in terms of recovery. It is then literally, a round of services. 

Medical as well as rehabilitation, that the individual can experience depending upon the severity 

of the injury that may include the trauma center, acute care, having rehabilitation, both in the 

hospital, out in a rehab facility. Discharging back home or the community. If it's a young person, 

they may go to school. They could be an adult as well. When I say community integration, also 

coming back to the family. Work, and then lifelong issues regarding living a life that is very 

different in many cases from the life they had prior to the injury. And then the community and 

social interaction. So it's not a linear progression. As Dr. Pensée -- Dr. Pompei said, the medical 

is extremely important, but then you have education and community. But most importantly, 

having that person come back to their family. Brain injury in many cases is frightening to people, 



because any of us -- all of us are vulnerable to having a brain injury. The brain injury 

Association, we were troubled by the lack of awareness that people had about brain injury. What 

we came to understand is that it's this fear about understanding more about it. What we know 

every day from reading our newspapers, coming back from the wars, we are seeing brain injury 

more frequently than we have in the past. And as a result, we are learning more about it. And the 

unfortunate numbers of people experiencing brain injury and PTSD, the good side of that if there 

is possibly a good side is that the sheer numbers of vets coming back are providing more 

opportunities for doctors, other medical professionals, to really get more immersed in treatment 

for the cognitive behavioral and physical issues that are presenting themselves to these veterans 

as well as the family support that is needed for this reintegration. I'm going to share with you a 

study around -- a story, rather than a study, about one of the first people that I met in my career, 

who had a brain injury. And this was a young woman who had been a very accomplished 

executive assistant at a law firm in San Francisco. She was in a very, very severe car accident. 

And was in a coma for a period of time. Then in rehabilitation. Now, when she started to recover 

from brain injury, she had difficulty speaking. She had both short and long-term memory loss. 

And the man that she had been engaged to prior to her brain injury, decided to call off the 

engagement. And around the same time, her mother passed away. So she was left with no 

support system at all. Now, when I met this woman, I was struck by her intellect, by her 

willingness to get back to work. She also was an amateur opera singer and was in the chorus of 

the San Francisco Opera. I was a replacement counselor at that particular time. And we decided 

that as her first job back, I would try to relocate her in a position that was somewhat familiar to 

her prior to the i njury. That was in a law firm. So found a job for her. As a receptionist in this 

prestigious law firm. Quite a few attorneys. And she seemed to be very happy with the placement 

and they were with her. A couple weeks later, I got a call from the tourneys. And they said that I 

needed to come down to the law firm, because Judy was having trouble. What I found out from 

them is that as guests were coming in to meet with the attorneys and in the waiting room, 

sometimes Judy would start singing opera. And they thought that rather curious. And that would 

take her away from answering the phones. When I spoke to Judy about it, she denied that ever 

happened. And she said that they didn't like her, they were trying to get rid of her. And that that 

just wasn't true. So I spoke to the attorneys and tried to do some negotiation and intervention. 

And they said they would give her another try. Well, lo and behold, the same thing happened. 

And Judy was terminated from the position and referred back to Vocational Rehabilitation. Judy 

still stays in my mind. And I really wish that I knew then what I know now about support and 

employment and situational assessment. So if we can keep Judy in mind, I'm going to refer to her 

several times as we go through the slides. As an example of some of the other things that we 

could have tried with Judy in order for her to have a successful job. And for the employers to 

also be pleased with the employee that Judy was. What I have up here -- RS a 911 data, to give 

you an example of the individuals with traumatic brain -- brain injury that were served in the VR 

system for fiscal year 2012. This is the most up-to-date data that we have. People who reported 

having eight -- a TBI is a primary disability. 8766. Secondary, 3010. Those closed in 26 status, 

2978. And those who received services, 6030. I looked at those numbers when they were given 

to me by someone at ICI in our research staff and thought, my goodness. Those numbers are 

very, very low. A lot lower than I thought they should be for traumatic brain injury. As we look 

at the rehabilitation rate, it is 49.4%. The rehabilitation rate is the status 26 closures divided by 

people who received services. The overall employment rate of people with TBI, 28.2 spoke -- 

28.2%. Of the 10,546 people with TBI exiting VR, the only representative is 2% of the total 



number of people with any type of disabilities exiting VR in 2012. So what we would call a low 

incidence disability. Kind of hard to believe when you think a brain injury occurs every 21 

seconds. Cheryl talked about how Vocational Rehabilitation counselors decide about taking 

someone into the VR system. And I've asked VR -- former VR state agency administrators, what 

are the key factors that convinced a VR counselor to open a case? And the first one, they say, is 

motivation. Someone showing up for a ppointments, someone being eager to get a job, someone 

who can complete a resume. Now, when you think about individuals with brain injury and look 

at all of the physical and cognitive issues that may present themselves, they may want to work, 

but that may not be evident to the VR counselors if they can't remember an appointment. They're 

not going to show up. If they don't have a lot course -- a lot of support or don't have Assistive 

Technology or some of the other smartphone adaptations that we have, they just may forget. 

They may have no affect. They may not smile. They may have not a lot of expression on their 

faces. They may speak in a monotone. So some of the cues and clues that VR counselors are 

looking for may not at all be president in someone -- be present. It may end it may not. Another 

issue is the feasibility of employability. Well, if you look at medical records, neuropsychological 

evaluations, if someone for example has a brain injury at the age of 16, 17, 18, they may not 

have an extensive work history or perhaps no history at all. They may not have had higher 

education. So VR counselor may say, they are really, really having a significant disability 

although we know that the rehab access -- the act says people with significant disabilities should 

be able to have VR services. But these things may work against someone with a brain injury. 

And in fact, maybe the cause cause of why these numbers are so low, that folks are not 

encouraged to go to VR. They don't know how to get there. And then if they try, they are just 

seen as not being feasible for employment. So what do we know about employability factors? 

This goes true for anybody. So this is going to be a little bit broader. The individual really wants 

a job that meets their interests and abilities. Disclosure. For the individual -- this is where a 

disclosure and brain injury are very -- something that's very, very important to factor in. And 

think, particularly for those of you in your jobs in terms of what does the person say? How much 

do they reveal? When they speak about disclosure, do they talk about function or they just say I 

have a traumatic brain injury? Does the individual really need to be couched in terms of what 

they are saying? They also need to have access to accommodations when needed. And they need 

to understand their effect upon workup on their benefits. The employer for the most part is going 

to be looking at the better bottom line. They really want to make sure that the job is done. We all 

know this. Many employers are also interested in positive public relations. Some couldn't care 

less about that. They also want to make sure that whoever is coming into their Workforce gets 

along with their managers and their coworkers. And they want to understand what is reasonable 

for them. And the same point, what is the line in terms of they have to disclose what is 

unreasonable to them? So TBI and employment. As we look at employment supports, and 

services, what we all need to know -- this is not for TBI, this is individuals with almost every 

disability group, it may be surprising for you to know that we do not have to an evidence-based 

practice study on supported employment. We have to lots of studies on supported employment in 

terms of natural supports and wages and hours and costs. But we never had particularly a 

longitudinal study that has fidelity and shows to the feasibility of supportive employment and 

Customized Employment. On the other hand, we do have an evidence-based model for 

individuals with mental health disabilities. And that's been conducted by Dartmouth University, 

called the individualized plan for sports, which is borrowed a lot of supportive technology and 

tailored a little bit more for individuals with mental health issues. I think this is interesting when 



people talk about evidence-based supports for supported employment, which I totally believe in 

almost more than anything. But it's important to know that it hasn't been proved to research. 

Having said that, as I mentioned, we have interventions that anecdotally and observationally, we 

know work. And so we pass these around. We pass these around to each other. We write training 

manuals. We have webinars. We provide technical assistance. And we continue to push this 

model through. And what we have found with individuals who have had supported employment 

and traumatic brain injury, that the level of support around the person and what they need really 

provides that cushion and a path for success. So let's look at what some of these are. First of all, 

these are some of the factors that we have learned through some of these studies about supported 

employment. And people with brain injury. They have demonstrated lead to employment or 

unemployment. First of all, to the extent of injury, which we would factor that in, that makes 

sense. Another issue, which is a little bit more difficult and challenging, is self-awareness. I've 

worked with people and I know people who remember and think about the person they were 

before the injury. That's who they're comfortable w ith. When they think about themselves, they 

think about that person. What that person did, the role they had. At work, in family, in school. 

And haven't reconciled the person that they are today. And that's probably not only challenging 

for them, but really difficult. It's difficult for those people around them. A little bit about the job 

experience pre-injury. If people had successful employment prior to the injury, enjoyed the work, 

have some skills, then it's going to be easier and more productive for them with employment 

supports after the injury. Early expectations of employment. Usually when we talk about 

expectations of employment, we talk about young people learning about employment early on 

and being told they can work. Well, with someone with brain injury, the expectations of 

employment is in the doctor's office, in the acute section, it could even be while they are in t he. 

You're going to work, you're going to work, and you're going to work again. And that has to be 

reinforced over and over and over again. There are some Vocational Rehabilitation offices 

around the country that do have specialized caseloads of individual or counselors who only work 

with people with traumatic brain injury. They know how it manifests itself. They know how to 

talk, support their clients who have brain i njury. And we have found that practice in some cases 

makes perfect. The more experience counselors h ave, the more experience providers have with 

individuals with traumatic brain injury, the better experience it's going to be for the person 

experiencing it. Let me say as we noticed before, with the low incidence disability, we don't find 

a lot of employment support programs for people with traumatic brain injuries. It just doesn't 

happen. We have to research programs and funded model systems programs on traumatic brain 

injury. And some of those actually have employment as a component. But when we go out in the 

general community around the country, this isn't something that we see routinely. People with 

traumatic brain injury may be interspersed with everybody else. And then another important 

factor is the support of family and friends as it is for any person who is looking for a job. So we 

have a flowchart again regarding the employer and an employee and how it dovetails. So the 

employer is really looking at maybe they could bring someone in. Whatever stage they may be in 

their life. And having them stay around. We talk about good employers. You want employers. 

You want your employees to be there for a period of time. Hopefully develop a career. And in 

order to do that, they understand that for anybody, people with or without disabilities, there's got 

to be a support structure around them. You want the right worker. And in order to do that, they 

need to know you and you have to know them. And for the other side, for the job seeker, this is 

what we said b efore. Getting the right job. The employee and employer have to develop a plan 

about how this is going to work. And the plan is dynamic. It changes over time because work 



changes over time. Coworkers change over time. Supervisors change over time. So the plan 

particularly for people with brain injury, people with pretty significant intellectual disabilities, 

we expect that this plan is going to have to go through several iterations. Finding the right job. 

The first step is soft skills. Remember when I talked about motivation? Soft skills are one of the 

major -- I should say the lack of soft skills are one of the major reasons why people with 

disabilities lose jobs because they don't know how to get along with coworkers, they don't know 

how to initiate conversations. The motivation, cleanliness, showing up on time, attendance, these 

are all soft skills. And in many cases, people have to be taught before they show up at the job. 

Online applications, resumes, how do you do a resume when you have absolutely no 

employment history at all? Not even volunteer work? There are ways. And providers and 

employment providers who are skilled, know how to do that just by talking with the individual, 

charging their life past, seeing more about their interests and abilities. And then crafting the 

resume and applications from this. That's a duplicate slide. Something else about supported 

employment. And why we think that it is important to focus on. Supported employment is a 

place and trained model. I think probably all of you on the phone know about this. The intent of 

supported employment is not to assume that someone is going to come into the job and know 

how to do that job from the first day of work. And also, do it independently. It's the reverse. The 

place and train model is that you look at what the employer n eeds, look at what the job seeker 

has, you melded together, you have someone called an employment specialists or job coach who 

knows how to train and they actually do the training right there at the job site according to what 

the individual can do, what the employer wants, and saves from the very first day. Another 

reason why supported employment is important for many people with traumatic brain injury is 

that they may not be able to generalize from one environment to another. So even though for 

instance, they may have worked as a a manager in a bank, and opened corporate a ccounts, and 

also was involved with mortgage loans, previously, they may not be able -- I'm not talking about 

memory -- they may not be able to generalize from that environment into the new environment. 

And I'll give you another example. About 25 years ago, when we were just starting to really 

understand TBI and relationships to community integration, there were these modules developed 

that's a lot of research -- actually, rehab facilities put in. And they were called easy street. So an 

individual was experiencing rehab, they would go into this area in the rehab facility. And it 

would look like a model community. So they'd go in the door and there would be the grocery 

store. And they would go out of the door and walk down this mock street. And then they'd go 

into a clothes up and buy something there. So the thought was they would be learning how to ask 

for goods or items. They'd be conversing with people there. They would learn financial 

management skills. How to make change. But what was found is that while they may have 

learned these skills on easy street, when they got back to their communities, it was all gone. They 

totally couldn't generalize from that easy street environment back to their community. So it's 

particularly gives pause for us to think about, supported employment is a real environment. 

Takes place -- you have employer and employee and coworker expectations. And that's how 

people learn with their loved ones and family at h ome, providing support. So next step in the 

supported employment process is learning what's best. And the individual is the focus person. 

What they want guide the process. With caveats. The cause for example, I use the example of a 

mechanical engineer. Well, say Joe was a mechanical engineer prior to the injury, had the injury. 

It involved his executive f unctions. He doesn't have the kind of math capacity that he had 

before. So what else can we learn from Joe's previous experience? Maybe we can transfer? 

Assessments and work trials. Neuropsychological examinations are important as a medical 



diagnosis but they are not the only one. It's really important for us -- I would say VR counselors 

or service providers to do community-based assessments, work trials, job shadowing. Even 

volunteer jobs. This is where I'm going to bring in Judy. In the case study we talked about early 

on. My job was not to place Judy in the law firm just because she worked in one before and she 

said she wanted to again. I really needed to spend more time with Judy in the different types of 

environments, to see what she could do, what made sense to her, what was stressful. What are 

the things that maybe could be adapted? And maybe look at other opportunities besides working 

in a law firm, that maybe work for her. What I learned is that part of what happened with Judy 

was that when she was working as this receptionist and dealing with all of these phones going off 

and answering them for voicemail and all these people coming into the office, she got 

overwhelmed. And when she got overwhelmed and when she was stressed, she would sing. And 

that's why the lawyers were saying, she was singing opera. And Judy, who had some memory 

issues, did not even remember that, because she was in the thrall of being stressed, trying to deal 

with people. Now, it could be that I may have seen that type of behavior in a work trial. And so 

that would have given Judy and I a lot more information in terms of using -- going ahead with 

the plan. Person centered planning, maps, paths, always together people around the individual 

and learn what they want to do, where they want to do it, and how best to approach the job. 

Situational assessments, taking individuals out in the community, having them try jobs or 

different parts of the day, what is their stamina? What equipment can they use? How do they 

engage with others? Job shadowing is following someone doing the job, not doing it themselves 

but watching someone and volunteer work, anything in the community, hospital, libraries, other 

nonprofit organizations, to get a sense of again, capacity interests but also in some cases a 

reentry into the world of work. And here are other segments of what an individual may think 

about as they are looking at work. A competitive job. Okay? A job in the community like 

anybody else, but is it a full or p art-time? A creative job. It may be that once a situational 

assessment is done in the work trial, there are maybe five or six tasks that the person can do. And 

they don't quite fit into the job -- traditional jobs offered by the employers in the community. 

And so a job is created or negotiated with the employer, based on the skills that individual can 

do. And they will self employed -- starting someone's own job with them being the boss, either 

doing the work themselves, having employees, and there are certainly different types of designs 

and all of these. And different options that individuals can consider. So this is something that we 

do know. First of all, anybody with a traumatic brain injury or not, work is a part of life. And 

what needs to be considered in the entry or reentry to work are these other issues such as 

housing, could be counseling, recreation, spiritual, physicians, a ppointments, and visits. And the 

individual is looked at in the context of the whole person. And the team providing these services 

needs to be together. The common mission, providing support to this individual. And that also 

brings up the case on funding. It was one of the barriers that we had on the chart, on the pole. -- 

poll. Because there is not I would say a traditional long-term funding source for traumatic brain 

injury -- although some states do have a waiver for individuals who have traumatic brain injury, 

a waiver service, but for the most part, in traditional supportive employment, VR can provide 

services for up to 18 months. And then the support is gone. So in that case, can the coworkers 

and managers and bosses provide support? What about the family? We call that natural supports 

in the absence of a government supporter. For use with traumatic brain injuries, it's a 

combination of -- as Ron said, you have idea and idea and funding for related services and 

supports. And then you have Vocational Rehabilitation coming in. And if the individual is 

injured, prior to the age of 21, they may also be eligible for funds under the DD agencies and 



Medicaid services. So there are -- you are looking at what's available to the services, to the 

individual and how can they be sequenced to provide what the individual needs? And then who 

is going to be the provider of services? As we talked before in some cases, that's more difficult to 

find depending upon where one lives. And then there are all of these other off the job sports. Can 

the person get to the job? Sometimes individuals prior to the injury had a car. They could 

transport themselves. After the injury, they may not be possible, just because of the disability, for 

them to be able to drive. Where are they going to live? They need to be counseled about if they 

had worked before. SSDI, SSI, veterans benefits. What about the medication and their 

appointments? And how is the provider going to check in with them? Let me say that we talked 

about disclosure a little bit before. I mentioned that people with traumatic brain injury, as any 

other disability, may choose not to disclose their disability because they may feel that it is 

stigmatizing to them. If they don't choose to disclose, it is still important for a provider to check 

in with them on off hours to see, how are they doing? What are the issues that they are 

experiencing? What are the successes to provide that coaching service and support even if they 

are not there? With job development, this goes either way. This is from the perspective of the 

service provider. Who's going to do what? If the person does not want to disclose, they are going 

to do their own job development. The employment specialists or job coach can provide counsel, 

maybe some direction, pointing to them. In terms of employers that they may have an experience 

with in the p ast. They may provide some names, may try to do a little bit of networking behind 

the scenes, but it's really important to have these check-in's. At ICI, we have the 30-day 

placement plan, which spells out literally, a plan that spells out who's going to do what for the 

first 30 days in the placement process. The implications of disclosure. We -- again, this is up to 

the person but they have to know if they disclose, then they can say right off the bat, what types 

of accommodation and adaptation they may need. If they don't disclose and get tired and then tell 

the employer, will they have a disability, and this is what they are going to n eed, we found that 

employers don't take in many cases, they don't take well to that. They feel they may have been 

deceived. And are concerned about the accommodations. Can the person really do the job? So 

someone has to be counseled into the pros and cons of the disclosure process. Interviewing, 

mock interviewing can be done. Videotaping of interviewing if the person is going in to prepare 

them. And looking at Assistive T echnology. How to get it. What is it? What does the person 

need? Who's going to pay for it? How is someone going to be trained? How is it going to be 

maintained? All of these different avenues. And then on-the-job support. This relates to training. 

Someone gets on the job, they're hired by the employer, they've disclosed that they need -- that 

they have a disability. This is what the employment specialists or job coach does in a supportive 

employment model. They look at the job, they break down the task, they track the performance. 

They assist the person in learning how to operate the equipment. They look at the 

accommodations that may be needed. They could help the negotiation process with the 

employer. They also look at what's natural in terms of cues and supports. A natural queue would 

be it is 10:30 and all of a sudden you see people leaving their cubicles and going into the coffee 

rooms. It's break time, natural time to take a break. Or you see people leaving at the end of the 

day. Okay. It's time for us to leave. Also company policies and p ractices. Something we have 

found curious is that employers may totally forget that people with disabilities need to have an 

orientation just like everybody else. They need to be evaluated, and in some cases they need to 

be put on progressive discipline. So what are the policies that hold true for everyone? And this 

also holds true for someone with a disability. Someone with TBI. Now, JAN, Job 

Accommodation N etwork, is a great resource for all of us. And I'm not going to read everything 



on the screen. You can have a chance to get these slides afterwards. But it's really talks about the 

questions that you may find that are occurring, that are causing problems leading to 

accommodation. I'll read one of them. Once accommodations are in place, would be useful to 

meet with the employee with the TBI to evaluate the effectiveness of the accommodations and to 

determine whether additional accommodations are needed? This is an important question 

because while accommodations may be identified prior to the time that someone comes on the 

job, the more the person works, the more that he or she knows about the job, that the employer 

and coworkers see the person working, the job and the task could change. Accommodations need 

to be evaluated frequently. Just because what happened initially may not be what happens over 

time in terms of accommodations. Stabilization. Everything is going fine. It's important for the 

employment specialist to continue to check in with the employee and manager. If something is 

going wrong, we may have -- someone is having what we would call anger outbursts at the job 

site. So the employment specialist goes in and talks to the person. The employer may be 

something happening at home. It may be that the person forgot to take their medication. They 

just don't feel well. So there are lots of different reasons why a behavior may take place. And the 

employment specialist can be that neutral party to try to figure out why that is. If someone loses 

a job, the philosophy of a good supportive employment per quarter -- provider is that happened. 

It happens to everybody. We start the process over again. What have we learned from that 

process as that person is counseling with the individual or as I did with Judy. What did we learn 

from that p rocess? How can that inform us when we do job development in the future? And 

keep in mind, career development. A job he is one point in time when we are working with 

anyone with a disability. We have to think about careers. What is a reasonable accommodation? 

We talked -- I talked briefly about accommodation. But task substitution. It could be that there 

are 10 tasks that make up a position. And the person with traumatic brain injury can do eight of 

them. So negotiation takes place, that -- I'm looking at the chat box -- I will respond in a minute. 

Negotiation takes place to substitute. It could be that to tasks are taken from another employee 

and given to the person with traumatic brain injury. Or anybody in this kind of reasonable 

accommodation. So they are not really losing parts of the job. They are substituting. Use of 

recorders and checklists to keep on track. Flexible schedules. For instance when I talk about 

sleep, sleep problems, a lot of times people are not getting enough sleep. And so it may be 

starting work at 8:00, they have a 10:00 to 6:00 shift. Ergonomic furniture with t rackballs. And 

keyboards that minimize f atigue. So I'm going to look at the chat box for a minute. Cindy said, 

apart from supporting the person with TBI, does the VR program provide any incentives to 

employers? It depends. And I should say it really depends on the agency in terms of whether they 

are using any on-the-job training funds. You'd have to ask your local a gency. And maybe some 

of you on the phone may know that. The employer can be eligible for also architectural 

modifications in terms of a tax credit. So that's something to think about if the workplace needs 

to be adapted. Some individuals may need to really have a very quiet environment. They are in a 

cubicle, they may need soundproof walls. Also, we look at things like -- I hate to mention 

elevators and screen readers -- augmented communication. Those types of things. VR can pay for 

Assistive Technologies if it's part of the IPE. So that is something that can be offered to the 

employer. Amy Shearer is saying -- go ahead. I'm sorry.  

 
I'm sorry. Go ahead.  

 



Okay. Amy was saying that fears surrounding -- potential employees are especially hesitant to 

hire people with TBI. Any tips on how to address this fear among employers? I think in anything 

in terms of talking with employers, with any disability, I'd first like to know what their 

experience has been in the past with perhaps someone with TBI. What are their fears? Try to see 

what happened in the past. And then really try to change the conversation around, it's not the 

disability. It's the function. So while you may have had experience with this person in the past, 

what I can tell you -- I'm just modeling a conversation -- what I could tell you as the employer is 

Joe, the person I'm talking with, can do the job. Because he has had this experience in the past. 

We have done some job trials. And this is something that I know -- works. And validate it. I can 

see why you felt that way. Others have maybe felt that way too but I have found in my 

experience with Joe that he can work that way. There's some summer interns at N DRN. 

Interested in better understanding of Vocational Rehabilitation. Well, Vocational Rehabilitation 

is the largest federal and state agency in the country with the experience of employing people 

with disabilities across the range. Any disability. However, it is not an entitlement program. It is 

an eligibility program. And it is important for individuals to understand what they can and cannot 

obtain in Vocational Rehabilitation as a potential client. Now, Cheryl talked a little bit about it in 

terms of if you're going to be a VR client, you have something called Individualized Plan for 

Employment which specifies employment goals and also services that a VR counselor will 

provide, which can include testing, job development, and in some cases job coaching. It could 

also include college and community college. It can include equipment. As well as other Assistive 

Technologies. So it's a robust program. And it's why we really encourage folks to become clients 

of the Vocational Rehabilitation system. John Mertens types, can you point me to strategies for 

helping with behavioral issues that sometimes scare people off? Or because of which the VR 

counselor judges the person not to be employable? And as John said, he doesn't believe a lot of 

job coaches are trained effectively to deal with behavioral issues that are part of the 

symptomatology. So it appears to be blaming the victim for behaviors that are part of the 

condition. All I can say, John, is a man. -- amen. When we talked about this wraparound 

services, some individuals with traumatic brain injury are benefiting from cognitive behavioral 

therapies. So they are also in the mental health system as well. Seeing a therapist. The issue with 

Judy, I think, -- the situational assessments, community-based work trials are really, really 

helpful. Because we can see, what are the triggers that set people off? Is it a task, time of day, 

environmental, is it lights or hearing? As much information as we can get about the person prior 

to putting them in the job, can help us really understand the environment of what is going to 

coach that person and really support that person so we don't see these behaviors or see them 

more often. And I agree with you. I think a lot of individuals are not trained either at the VR s 

ystem. I'm going to be very candid. Or as providers, to really deal with that. And as a result, he a 

lot of folks are found not feasible for employment or providers won't pick them up for the same 

reason, thinking they can be employed. So training and knowledge -- I would say too at least at 

the VR said, to not only allow the neuropsychological evaluations or the work samples or some 

of these non-environmentally based assessments to show whether someone can work or not, to 

really push on the environmental assessment in a variety of environments. And paths. To see 

what someone can do. I mentioned some of this before in terms of the system issues. Interagency 

collaboration is shown to be something that's important for the individual with the funding but 

also because of the holistic supports issue that there are lots of different factors that are coming 

in. And so even if there are VR c lients, they really need to know about what's going on at home, 

what's going on with the mental health issues. And supports. And I do want to say that TBI is not 



only a disability that impacts the individual. It impacts the whole family. And as someone is 

coming back into their family and trying to negotiate, the family is trying to figure out, who is 

this person? This isn't the person that was my husband, that was my son or my daughter, my 

sister or my brother. Divorce rate is very high. Among individuals with traumatic brain injury. 

Sometimes those young folks we talked about before, those young men who sustained a brain 

injury did so because they were under the influence of alcohol or substance-abuse. And they may 

tend to go right back to alcohol or substance abuse after the injury. So we need to be cognizant of 

all of those factors as well. I'm going to leave you with a quote by Bob Woodruff. I think many 

of you are very aware of Bob Woodruff. He was the ABC correspondent who was wounded in I 

believe Iraq. And this is the story a family story -- it's why he wrote a book about his road to 

recovery. They didn't think he was going to survived. So this is what Bob Woodruff said. 

Sometimes say that we know everything about the kidneys, livers and skin. But we just don't 

know anything about the brain, practically. If there is an upside to the wars and kinds of injuries 

that have been caused, it is that we are now learning more about the brains, because we have so 

many more people like us to talk about them. And it is people like we talked about, the veterans 

who are coming back to our communities, people like Bob Woodruff and people experiencing 

these brain injuries every 21 seconds that are helping us understand. For those of us as advocates 

who continue to work on the systems and say, this is your responsibility. So people can have a 

full life and the community. So I am open for questions. To the best of my ability to respond to 

them.  

 
Thank you, Karen, for the incredibly informative p resentation. It was a huge help to us at 

NDRN. And I hope to the advocates for the program who are listening across the nation. I will 

open it up for people to ask questions. You can type a message in the chat box. Or can I ask the 

operator to come back and give directions for how you can get in the queue to ask a question? 

But there is -- I want to mention, Cindy, that on the files too, there is a document called MC 

1298 .pdf. This is a document that was developed by the model system on traumatic brain injury 

at Mayo Clinic. It was developed for employers to try to explain brain injury to employers, 

accommodating individuals with brain injury. And it was particularly user-friendly and could be 

a good resource to all of you if you are interested in downloading it.  

 
And I would encourage all of you to do that. I read it before the presentation and found it very 

informative. And Karen, thank you for reminding me we also have another resource up there 

which is a technical assistance circular that the rehab services administration just issued about 

three weeks ago which pulls together all of their guidance and information around transition 

requirements. In general. So I thought that might be a good resource also.  

 
So operator, do we have any questions in the queue?  

 
Once again, star then one on your touch tone phone. At this time, we have no audio questions in 

the queue.  

 
Okay. Karen, I have a question for you. This is Cheryl of course. And one of the things that you 

mentioned was about using supported employment for people with traumatic brain injury. I have 

a couple of questions related to that. And I guess the first question would go to the fact that in 

order to be eligible for supported employment, an individual would have to be considered most 



significantly disabled. And so who would be the long-term funding source for that long-term 

support if you are an individual with a traumatic brain injury?  

 
This is one of the challenges, Cheryl, as you well know, if it is prior to the age of 21, the state 

DD agency, the CMS Medicaid services could provide services or support coordinators under the 

DD system. So that is one way under the VR system unfortunately, we don't have that. So I think 

it's really that it's another reason why it's so important to be very sure -- as much as possible -- 

about the job match so that the job match is one that really meets the individual and employer's 

expectation, that they -- the individual can be trained and supported through that first 18 months. 

And hopefully then, -- could be supported naturally by the job site. We want -- a good job 

developer knows that the best type of long-term support frankly is at the job. And I've had over 

time, several coworkers of mine who have traumatic brain injury. One who has been at ICI for 

20 years. And I can say that her supports, our long-term supports, our by those of us at the job 

site. Yes, we are accustomed to people with disabilities. That's our job. I can also say, she had a 

pretty significant brain injury. And has some significant c hallenges. And she does need support 

every d ay. So that's also a criteria that job developers need to look at. When they are not there, 

even if it's that first two months of support, when there are paid supports, will the employer and 

the coworkers provide the ability to help the individual?  

 
Thank you. We had another question here. Did you notice a significant difference? Or is there a 

difference between somebody with an acquired brain injury versus someone who is like porn -- 

or someone who has a traumatic brain injury? -- someone who is born?  

 
Once again, this is in the location of where the brain is injured. Acquired brain injury would be 

someone who has a stroke for example. That depends upon the severity of the injury. I would say 

that no two people are alike. When I think about stroke and some of the things we talk about with 

TBI, someone having difficulty perhaps with mobility, with vision, with being able to speak, so I 

think to the naked eye, those of us who are not clinicians, you could probably see someone with 

TBI and someone with acquired brain injury and not be able to tell the difference.  

 
Thank you, Karen.  

 
Operator, any other questions?  

 
I see we have no questions at this time.  

 
So I will say a huge thank you to all of our presenters. Ron, Cheryl, and Karen for your 

wonderful presentation. The presentation will be up on the TBI webpage, both on the task side as 

well as the public side for anyone who wants to access it later as well as the information and an 

evaluation for people to fill out. So with that, thank you, everyone, for -- for participating today. 

Reach out if you have any q uestions. Thank you.  

 
Goodbye, everyone.  

 
Goodbye, Karen.  

 



Goodbye, everybody. Thank you.  

 
This concludes today's conference. Thank you for participating. You may now disconnect.   


